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BRADWELL (A)

BRADWELL B
How big??!!
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Cooling towers







https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QAVKHmQ5M3vSkETMTr6fOPGcrLxbBSHK/preview
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BANNG – the story so far,
what next?

Prof. Andrew Blowers - Chair (BANNG) 
Blackwater Against New Nuclear Group











Why Bradwell B?
‘Bradwell B would make a vital contribution to 
meeting the UK’s future needs for low carbon, 
secure and affordable energy and achieving the UK’s 
legally binding target of net zero carbon by 2050. A 
valuable – and necessary – part of our electricity 
mix, nuclear power ensures there is reliable and 
affordable electricity, including when limited wind 
and solar power is produced.’

Alan Raymant, CEO, Bradwell B



‘It was now that wind and sea in 
concert leaped forward to their 
triumph’ Hilda Grieve, The Great Tide, 1959



On the Essex Coast

‘The evening breeze has come, and the tide 
still rises. Soon it will be over the saltings. The 
breeze is strengthening. Night and wind and 
tide are moving in together. A primrose sky 
has flowered beyond the western trees; to the 
east there is a narrow band of purple above 
the grey line of the sea.’ (On the Essex Coast, 
by J.A.Baker)

LAND PROJECTED TO 
BE BELOW ANNUAL 
FLOOD LEVEL IN 2100







• ‘This Council objects to new nuclear at Bradwell due to the 
local environmental impacts and prefers a focus on 
renewable energy alternatives’

(Colchester Borough Council)

• ‘Although the Council initially supported (in principle) a new 
nuclear power station at Bradwell on Sea, a greater level of 
information is now available, and it is appropriate to 
reconsider its position. Grave concerns are raised regarding 
a new nuclear power station at Bradwell on Sea, due to the 
local environmental impacts, the loss of heritage assets and 
ecological harm’

(Maldon District Council)



Memory of the Great Tide

‘will grow dim as the years pass. But the sea will not 
be tamed. From time to time, urged on by its only 
master, the wind, to break the order of its course, it 
will rise again to strike the land.’ 

(Hilda Grieve)
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Where does the UK nuclear programme stand?

Presentation to BANNG

November 12 2020

Steve Thomas  (stephen.thomas@gre.ac.uk)

Emeritus Professor of Energy Policy

PSIRU (www.psiru.org), Business School

University of Greenwich

http://www.psiru.org/


The Hinkley, Sizewell & Bradwell agreements
•Hinkley: ‘Under the Strategic Investment Agreement, EDF’s share in Hinkley Point 

C will be 66.5% and CGN’s will be 33.5%.’ EDF has said it wants to reduce its stake 
but government says not to less than 50% & no buyers

• Sizewell: ‘During the development phase EDF will take an 80% share & CGN will 
take a 20% share.’ 

•Bradwell: ‘Under the terms of the agreement, a joint venture company will 
undertake and manage the Generic Design Assessment process. CGN is expected 
to take 66.5% share and EDF 33.5 %. CGN and EDF have signed the Heads of 
Terms of an agreement in principle to develop Bradwell B in Essex to a final 
investment decision with a view to building and operating the UK Hualong 
reactor technology approved by the UK regulator through the GDA process. 
During the development phase CGN will take a 66.5 % share and EDF will take a 
33.5% share.’



China General Nuclear’s involvement
Concerns about Chinese involvement include:

• Lack of confidence in Chinese design & Quality Control

•Risk of industrial espionage (CGN official convicted of spying in USA)

• Security concerns about Chinese control of key infrastructure as for Huawei & 5G

•Distaste at dealing with an unpleasant, authoritarian regime

If CGN is blocked from Bradwell, will CGN walk out of Hinkley leaving UK gov’t with 
33% stake in Hinkley costing £10+bn?



Office of Nuclear Regulation
•The Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) is expected to complete Generic Design 

Assessment (GDA) review of the Hualong One design, started in 2017, in 2021

• Stage 4 of 4 commenced February 2020

•Unlikely design won’t be approved but will ONR requirements significantly 
increase costs?

• First Hualong One went critical in China in Oct 2020, but uses CNNC Hualong 
One, not CGN Hualong One (Bradwell reference plant, Fangchenggang 3 
following soon), significant differences, so still untested

•No progress on a review of the Rolls Royce SMR



EDF
•EDF effectively bankrupt & for 2 years, a gov’t-led rescue plan, Operation 

Hercule, has been under development

•A rescue would require a split into EDF Bleu (primarily nuclear) to be 100% 
state-owned & EDF Vert (retail, renewables & networks) perhaps to be 
privatised. Would Framatome (supplier of EPR) go to Bleu or Vert or be spun of?

•What would this mean for UK? Would EDF Energy, includes retail, nuclear, 
renewables, fossil, go to Bleu or Vert or be split? 

•European Commission wants a complete split of Bleu from Vert to avoid 
cross-subsidy but management & unions want them to remain linked

• Sizewell under RAB highly attractive profitable business for EDF



SMRs
• Strong support (eg Cummings) for SMRs. Rolls Royce SMR seems only option, but 

not small, 450MW per reactor, or 3 times output of a Bradwell reactor

•RR wants an order for 16 SMRs now so it can do detailed design work. It might 
take a couple of years work before ONR can begin, 3-4 years to get through the 
GDA & 4 years to build it to meet RR’s claim to have first plant operating in 2030

•RR is asking for is a commitment to spend £20+bn (on their highly optimistic cost 
forecast) on an untested not even complete design which has not undergone a 
safety review from a company that has never built a civil power reactor

•RR says its first choice sites are Wylfa, Trawsfynydd & Moorside. Could these 
sites accommodate 16 reactors or would other sites, eg Bradwell, Sizewell be 
needed?



Hinkley, Sizewell & Bradwell
•Hinkley too far advanced to be politically feasible to abandon it though it would 

make economic sense especially if CGN walks out. If CGN walks & government 
has to pick up the stake, will there be money for other commitments?

• If Sizewell C is approved with RAB, must UK gov’t take a stake to lure in other 
investors like pension funds? If it does, how much money left for other projects?

•What finance model would be used for Bradwell. CGN reported to prefer CfD but 
would the kWh costs be prohibitive? Would CGN be happy not to own the plant 
under a RAB model?



Conclusions
•The UK reactor programme is hanging by a thread  but all history shows there is 

not much the gov’t would not do to keep it alive

•The govt’s 10 point energy plan will be announced next week

• It could abandon projects (Sizewell, Bradwell?) but it cannot make binding 
decisions to proceed 
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Varrie Blowers

BANNG Secretary and Press Officer



BANNG Resources

● Website
● Facebook 
● Twitter feed
● YouTube channel



BANNG website
• BANNG’s Responses to Government (and other) 

nuclear consultations since 2008
– at planning stage, these detailed, well-researched and 

well-informed responses will provide an important 
portfolio of evidence against the project

• Peter’s short, informative films
• Twitter feed
• BANNG Press Releases
• BANNG’s custom-written monthly columns for 

Regional Life magazine 



Local Media
• BANNG is extremely lucky with its local media 

which has given us a voice 

• Also very lucky that the Editor of Regional Life, 
which has a distribution of 28,000 copies 
around the Blackwater estuary, has given us 
space for a custom-written, monthly column

• BANNG Press Releases and Regional Life 
columns on the website



BANNG Contact
• BANNG has regular contact (through 

meetings, writing or talking) with
– the public
– the Government
– the nuclear regulators
– the developer
– Local Councils
– MPs
– and, of course, YOU!



BANNG Supporters –
what YOU can do

• Thanks to all who most recently objected to 
BRB’s Planning Application for land 
investigations and its Stage One Public 
Consultation

• Please keep up the good work by making it 
clear there is a groundswell of opposition by 
writing to local papers/magazines, Local 
Councillors (including County), and MPs and 
ringing local radio stations



Have you expertise?
Any BANNG supporter with expertise in e.g. 
– legal issues;
– climate change;
– technology;
– engineering;
– ecology
– etc.

PLEASE STEP FORWARD!
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